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CHAPTER 8 
Forestry, Poverty, and 
Rural Depelopment. 
Perspectives from the Bamboo 
Subsector 
Manuel Ruiz Pérez, Brian Belcher, Maoyi Fu, 
and Xiaosheng Yang 
THIS CHAPTER AND THE NEXT examine two issues, inconie distribution and the environment, that are increasingly important in contemporary 
China as a result of 20 years of successful reforms and economic growth. Rural 
incomes have increased' more than 600%. since 1978, but more rapid growth in 
China's urban áreas and especially around its coastal cities has created an expand-
ing disparity between the incomes of urban and rural households and particularly 
between western China and the rest of the country. China's leaders demoristrated 
their concern by introducing the Western Regional Development Program in 
1997 to address the imbalance. 
Meanwhile, China also experiences severa! environmental problems related to 
its rapid growth: deteriorating air quality in the cities, deteriorating water quality 
downstream from many industrial sources, and continued soil erosión, an age-old 
probiem. China's leaders are addressing these environmental problems as well. 
Premier Zhu Rongji, in the Government Report to the People's Congress on 
March 5, 1999, identified sustainable development as one of two fundamental 
government policy strategies for the twenty-first century. President Jiang Zemin 
stressed the iniportance of environmental protection at the annual workshop on 
Population, Resource, and Environment on March 13, 1999, when he 
announced that any enterprise not in environmental compliance by 2000 would 
be closed. 
We are most interested in forestry's role with respect to these issues, particu-
larly its potential for helping overeóme poverty and income disparity and its 
function as a source of both environmental loss and environmental recovery. We 
will examine the first issue in this chapter, and Sayer and Sun will examine a 
component of the second in Chapter 9. Both tópics include an extensive range of 
issues, yet little empirical research has been conducted on either. Therefore, we 
will rely on evidence from our own research in the bamboo subsector of forestry 
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to ¡Ilústrate the impacts of forest development on rural households and, in Chap-
ter 9, Sayer and Sun will highlight their concern for the loss of natural forest hab-
itat as an example of the very serious environmental consequences of China's for-
est transition. 
Thís chapter begins with a summary of the staté of rural poverty in China and 
the potential role for forestry. It continúes with a general discussion of the bam-
boo sector and tlien presents evidence from our own research regarding the 
household income effects of the rapid expansión in bamboo production. Bamboo 
in all of its many uses-is the third most important forest product in China (after 
fuelwood and commercial timber). It is a particularly useful product for our 
inquiry because it has not been subject to as many policy restrictions as commer-
cial timber. Therefore, its recent history is more representative of the impacts that 
unfettered forestry-sector development could have on household incomes and 
general regional development. We will observe that many households have bene-
fited from the expansión in bamboo production, but the poorest have not been 
the greatest benefactors. Furthermore, bamboo seems to have a role in develop-
ment, but its importance declines as development progresses. These observations 
on bamboo do not reject the standard arguments about forestry as a development 
leader. However, they do prompt us to urge caution in their applications, partic-
ularly with regard to assistance for the very poorest. 
Poverty and Forestry 
Despite Chinas rapid growth, tens of millions of its people are still poor. In 1998, 
230 miUion people, 18.5% of the population, lived below the US$1 per day 
International' standard of poverty. Even under China's narrower standard of 
income poverty, 60 million people, 4.6% of its population, are considered abso-
lutely poor (World Bank 2000).' 
Poverty is more pronounced in the rural áreas. Average rural per capita meóme 
is less than 40%> of the urban average, and rural living expenditures ai;e less than 
35% of urban expenditures per capita (China Statislical Yearbook 2000). The nature 
of poverty is different in rural and urban settings as well. Becausé the land distri-
bution component of China s reforms was conducted in an egalitarian mannér 
within each village, rural poverty has less to do with food security than with a 
generally lower level of social services and a higher level of vulnerability to natu-
ral hazards and macroeconomic fluctuations (Chapters 1 and 2, Jalan and Raval-
lion 1999, Liuetal. 1999). 
Economic development has been a source of increasing household and 
regional differences. For example, per capita gross domestic product (GDP) in 
southwestern China is only 44% of that in the eastern coastal áreas, and that gap 
has been increasing (China Statislical Yearbook 2000). For another example, minor-
ity nationaUties account for only 9% of China's total population, but they account 
for around 40% of the population in absolute poyerty (World Bank 2000). 
Remoteness and isolation are correlated vvith poverty. In the mid-1990s, 496 
of the 592 ofEcially designated poverty-stricken counties were in mountainous 
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regions (MOF 1995). It is frequently m these less accessible áreas, where natural 
constraints limit agriculture, that forests have been preserved. Therefore, the pat-
tern of isolation, poverty, and extensive forest cover is common, and disentan-
ghng the causal links is a difficult task. 
The poor performance of the forest industry relative to China's full industrial 
sector compounds the situation (Research Group of Forestry Economics 1998). 
The Third National Industry Survey showed that financial losses are common in 
all forest enterprises, but state-owned forest enterprises (SOFEs) fare the worst. 
The average déficit in the SOFEs was 13.9 percentage points higher than the 
average for all industrial sectors (SFA 1999), Forest workers have among the low-
est standards of living in China, and their salaries appear at the bottom of the list 
of more than 60 sectors published in the national statistics. The average forest 
worker receives only 55% of the nadonal average salary (Chen and Lu 1999, 
China Statistical Yearbook 2000). 
At the same time, forestry often represents the main—and sometimes the 
only—income-generating activity in many poor regions. At a national level, for-
estry contributes only 2% to farm-derived rural cash income (China Statistical 
Yearbook 2000). However, in some of the income-poor but forest-rich counties, 
forestry is the source of up to 80% of household revenues (Da 1999, Zhang 
2000). Indeed, forest industries are often the only industry in many poor coun-
ties. In these cases, they are both a pillar for the development of the local econ-
omy and a critical taxpayer (Peng 1999, Zhang and Yuan 1999). 
Some argüe, with reference to the high correlation between the occurrence of 
forests and poverty, that the depletion of forest reserves aggravates poverty (Niu 
and Harris 1996, Smil 1997, Harkness 1998). Others see it differently. Li and 
Veeck (1999) explored the contribution of forests to rural income in poor áreas 
with multicounty economic models based on county and provincial statistics. 
They found significant overlap between counties ofEcially classified as having 
abundant forest resources (senlinfen^u xiarí) and those classified with severe pov-
erty (pinkun xian), yet no relationship between forest variables and income. They 
concluded that the availability of forest resources contributes only slighdy to per 
capita income. 
Therefore, opinión is divided, and the question remains: do forest resources 
and forestry activities promote rural development, or are they part of the poverty 
trap? We will explore this issue with reference to the bamboo subsector. 
General Forestry Opportunity and the Bamboo Subsector 
Why is bamboo an appropriate focus for our inquiry? Bamboo has comparative 
'advantages over commercial timber: a short production cycle, expanding 
demand, relatively unregulated harvest and shipment, and low taxation. It is an 
alternative investment for farmers who recognize the potential gain from com-
mercial timber investments but find timber operations highly regulated. The 
regulations reduce timber's financial returns and also make them less certain. 
Farmers are more confident that they can ciaim the eventual gains fi-om invest-
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ments in bamboo for theniselves. In Chapter 2, Liu and Edmunds observed 
farmers investing in bamboo for this reason m Hunan and Zhejiang. In Chapter 
3, Liu et al. observed the same behavior throughout the Southern CoUective 
Forest Región. Others have observed it as well 0oint Survey Group 1999, Wang 
and Zhao 1999, Cao and Zhang 1997). It suggests that our observations of 
investment behavior and incomé réturns in bamboo aré indicátive of what we 
might expec't if China lopsened its regulations on harvest levéis and shipments 
for commercial tiñiber. 
Prívate Forest Opportunity 
China has one of the lowest per capita forest endowments in the world—about 
one-half the world s average. This implies that the accessible natural forest is small 
relative to the demand for forest products and, therefore, it is not surprising that 
China relies on managed stands for a large share of its forest production. tarm 
production of forest products is unusually important. 
This point affects forest investment and developnient planning, and it has a 
direct effect on how forestry contributes to household incomes and poverty alle-
viation. Forestry departments at different administrative levéis, as solé authorities 
or in conjunction with other departments, have the mándate to implement . 
development plans on foresdand. However, their regulations constrairi timber 
harvest levéis and shipment, even from farmlands, and the taxes and charges they 
impose are further disincentives. Furthermore, forestry departments generally 
permit the conversión of designated foresdand to other uses only with the 
(unlikely) permission of the local planning authority. Therefore, farmers lookmg 
for opportunities to improve the returns on their lands within the restricfions of 
the law often turn to crops such as bamboo and fruit trees.- China classifies these 
crops as "economic forestry" in its unusually broad defmition of forests. 
In sum, this means that farmers, forest farms, and the forest authorities actively 
engage in the expansión of orchards and bamboo plantations on foresdand, auc-
tioned wasteland, and even some former cropland (Hanstad and Li 1997, Yu et al. 
1999). Economic forestry expanded from 6.1 million ha with 7 miÜion metric 
tons of Jjutput in 1978 to 21.9 million ha with 53 million metric tons of output 
in 1997. China ranks first in the world in the área and output for these crops. 
Similarly, bamboo plantations increased from 3.2 million ha and 4.4 million met-
ric tons of output in 1980 to 4.3 million ha and 14.2 million metric tons of out-
put in 1999 (Ruiz Pérez et al. 2001). Thus, while conventional timber forests 
have been' depleted and the timber-based forest industry shows signs of stagna-
tion, economic forests in general and bamboo plantad.-ns and their associated • 
industries in particular are thriving, offering farmers good opportunities to 
increase their incomes and to emerge from poverty. 
The Bamboo Subsector 
The remainder of this chapter traces the recent development of China's bamboo 
sector beginning with a discussion of bamboo itself and continuing with our 
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research experience, first in Anji County and then in an extended comparison of 
six counties. 
Between 300 and 500 species of bamboo (depending on the taxonomic crite-
ria) grow in China. More than 100 have commercial valué (Zhu et al. 1994). In 
the mid-1990s, China had 7 million ha of commercial bamboo forest, 4 million 
ha in plantations, and the remainder in natural stands. The most conimon species, 
moso bamboo {PhYÜostachys heterocycla). occupied 2.8 million ha. By 1999, bam-
boo accounted for 3% of Chinas total forest cover, but contributed about 25% of 
the valué of China's forest exports. The total valué of unprocessed and processed 
bamboo products was 23.14 bilHon yuan (US$2.8 billion) (SFA 1999). 
Bamboo's uses fall into two main categories. The culms (stems) are used in 
timberlike applications in unprocessed (poles and scaffolding) or processed (pan-
els, bamboo flooring, pulp, and paper) fornis. Edible bamboo shoots are used as a 
vegetable, fresh or in various processed forms.-' Because of this dual use, bamboo 
has economic characteristics of both conventional timber-oriented forests and 
fruit-bearing trees. 
Bamboo plantations have several attractive economic attributes. Their invest-
ment costs are low, their production cycle is annual or biennial, and their múlti-
ple products allow for flexible market responses. Culm production has a longer 
production cycle than shoot production. It provides a generally stable core eco-
nomic activity with reliable fmancial returns. For moso bamboo, shoots are a 
biennial crop. The fmancial returns are often greater than those of culms, but 
the prices of moso shoots are also more volatile, and it is easier to expand or 
contract shoot production in response to changing market conditions. Bamboo 
plantations are more profitable than industrial timber, generating between two 
and five times the income per unit of land generated by Chínese fir or pine 
plantations. Consequently, when environmental conditions allow, farmers find 
bamboo more attractive than timber plantations and they actively replace coni-
fers with bamboo. 
The logging han imposed in 1998 iticreased the demand for timber substitutes, 
and bamboo production benefited immediately. Bamboo prices were still increas-
ing at a 5-10% annual rate in 1999, and new bamboo plantations increased by 
almost 17% in the same year. Culm production has increased by 30% since 1997. 
Some expect that bamboo will substitute for 29 million m-' of wood by 2010 
(CFIC 1998), and some at the State Forestry Administration believe that bamboo 
could become the dbminant forest industry in China by 2050 (Li and Xu 1998). 
Anji's Experience'* 
Anji County is in Zhejiang, an ecouomically dynamic coastal provinco ncar 
Shanghai. It is one of four provinces that account for two-thirds of China's bam-
boo plantation área, and one often provinces known as the "native place of bam-
boo." Thé province in general and its bamboo sector in particular began develop-
ing earUer and more rapidly than some others, but its pattern of development is a 
pattern that other bamboo producing provinces have followed since, and it is a 
pattérn that we might anticípate for forest development in general. 
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ín 1975, Anji had 51,400 ha of bamboo, almost 99% of it managed by local 
collectives with the small remainder managed by state farms. Bamboo was sold 
through the state marketing cooperative (a monopoly) at a fixed procurement 
price. By 1998, primary bamboo production accounted for 70% of the forest 
output valué in Anji and 15% of total farm income. The bamboo-processing sec-
tor accounted for 67% of the county's total industrial output, a very substantial 
increase from only 8% in 1980. 
Beginning in 1980, the government allowed market sales of all output in 
excess of production. quotas. The productive área in bamboo immediately 
increased almost 5%. However, the sharpest increase in Anji's production came in 
1983-1984, with the adoption of the household responsibihty system (HRS). 
The collectives managed 43,000 ha of moso bamboo in 1982 but only 3,400 ha 
by 1984. Individual farm household management increased from zero in 1982 to 
40,000 ha by 1984. Total output in the county increased 63% between 1983 and 
1988, mostly due to intensification and with little expansión in the land área 
devoted to bamboo. Average production increas'ed from 208 culms/ha in 1975 to 
224 culms/ha in 1982 to 333 culms/ha in 1989. 
Market prices were higher than procurement prices during the early reform 
years. They were an incentive for farmers to bypass the quotas and the lower pro-
curement prices, and most of the increase in production after the introduction of 
HRS was sold at the higher market price. This forced the government to contin-
ually revise its procurement prices upward until the two-price system was elimi-
nated in 1985. By this time, individual farmers were responsible for 91% of the 
county's total production of bamboo. 
Prices and production continued to increase until 1990, when excess supply 
caused prices to decline temporarily. Production declined 12% in response but 
subsequently more than recovered, increasing another 29% by 1994. Altogether, 
prices increased almost 300% (in constant terms) benveen the late 1970s and 
mid-1990s. The production of culms increased 79% over the same period and 
90% by 1998. Total production increased even more if the output bf bamboo 
shoots is included. 
The Development of the Processing Sector. In 1978, 96% of Anji's bamboo 
was sold in unprocessed form and shipped out of the county. Nineteen local 
bamboo-processing establishments employing 460 workers produced three gen-
eral categories of processed goods—mats and flooring, shoots, and handicrafts 
and furniture—worth only 960,000 yuan (US$670,000). 
Local processing capacity grew rapidly, however. The initial reforms in the 
marketing system that allowed market sales of production in excess of quotas pro-
vidéd a basis for many new nonstate (township and village enterprise or TVE) 
processing facilities. The TVEs also provided an outlet for China's vast accumula-
tion of privare savings. By 1985, Anji had 154 bamboo-processing establishments 
that employed 3,370 workers and produced 12.31 million yuan (US$4.16 mil-
lion) of annual output. 
Joint ventures with foreign investors were approved for operation in Anji in 
1988, and Chínese participants were permitted to retain their foreign currency 
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earnings. This reform fueled a second round of expansión in processing capacity. 
Nineteen new joint ventures employed more than 3,000 workers and produced 
36 million yuan (US$4.5 million) of annual output by the niid-1990s. iVluch of 
their output was exported, as exports from domestic operations and joint ven-
tures combined exploded from US$100,000 in 1980 to $23.4 million in 1994 to 
$56.3 million in 1998. 
The joint ventures introduced new physical capital and improved technolo-
gies, creating a wider range of products and enhancing product quality. Compet-
itiveness and opportunities in external markets improved, and they created a local 
multiplier effect that increased the demand for culms and shoots and encouraged 
the establishment of many small household preprocessing units in support of 
some of the larger joint ventures. 
Rapid growth in the processing sector put upward pressure on the prices of 
the primary bamboo resource until the niid-1990s. In response, the marketing 
system gradually grew more specialized. Marketing intermediarles began appear-
ing until more than 200 bamboo traders were operating by the mid-1990s. 
Meanwhile, some processing establi.shmcnts, concerned for tho supply of their 
own raw . materials, began arranging -production agreenients with farmers at 
prices agreed upon before the harvest period. Some agreements even included 
cash advances. Eventually, the processing sector began importing raw material 
from other counties. 
By 1998, 1,182 processing establishments employing 18,914 workers were 
operating in Anji. Annual production exceeded 875 million yuan (US$105 mil-
lion) in valué. However, the entire increase in processing between 1975 and 1998 
occurred while the number of bamboo farmers expanded only moderately from 
111,000 to 123,000. By 1998, infrastructure development and specialization in 
processing had developed to the point where Anji's farmers shipped one-third of 
their unprocessed bamboo (mainly low-value small culms and branches) out of 
the county, while the processing industry imported an amount equal to 20% of 
local raw material production. 
The sector went through a period of stagnation in the mid-199()s, but it has 
since recovered. First, the new sppplies of raw materials from outside the county 
dampened the upward pressure on raw material prices, then the East Asian fman-
cial crisis of 1997 decreased export demand. The processing sector experienced a 
period of overcapacity and adjustment. It recovered in the late 1990s, and growth 
has continued, although at a diminished rate. The sector we observe today, 
including both its raw material and its processing components, could probably be 
called "matute." 
Bamboo and the Distribution of Farm Income.' The growtli in primary 
bamboo production over the period of China's reforms has been impressive, but 
it has been achieved with little expansión in the number of farm households or 
área managed. The sector has diversified from a strictly farming activity to incor-
pórate a fuU range of marketing and processing activities that employed almost 
19,000 new workers in the county by 1998. However, the bulk of those affected 
by the rapid expansión of Anji's bamboo sector remain the more than 120,000 
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Table 8-1. Basic Township Data, 1994-1995 
Township 
Kuntong 
Fenghuang 
Gangkou 
Tianhuang 
Baofu 
Zhangchun 
Yonghe 
Chiwu 
Population 
16.155 
14,918 
9,783 
19,001 
18,316 
15,656 
13,463 
12,479 
Total área 
(mu) 
1 35,036 
130,510 
71,609 
,151,952 
200,636 
131,071 
162,980 
111,550 
Population 
density 
per km^ 
179.5 
171,5 
204.9 
187.6 
136.9 
179.2 
123.9 
167.8 
Riceland 
(mu) 
5,571 
5,928 
4,737 
11,475 
8,303 
6,867 
5.337 
6,092 
Rice 
(mulperson) 
0.34 
0.40-
0.48 
0.60 
0.45 
0.44 
0.40 
0.49 
Bamboo 
(mu) 
68,633 
57,496 
48,067 
64.848 
94,506 
64,728 
80,225 
47,896 
Bamboo 
(mulperson) 
4.25 
3.85 
4.91 
3.41 
5.16 
4.13 
5.96 
3.84 
Note: Mu is a traditiona! measure oí land área that varíes according to iand use. For fhe normal mu used 
here. 15 mu = I ha. 
Sourcc: Anji Bureau of Stacistics. 
bamboo farmers themselves. We will examine the efFects of the sector's growth 
on their incomes. 
Our analysis is based on severa! years of research. We began with discussions 
with key informants across the county, and foUowed these discussions with a 
household questionnaire inquiririg about land status and land use, income 
sources, labor, and expenditures. Two hundred survey participants were selected 
from a stratified random sample of households from five villages per town in 
each of the eight towns in the county. We assembled the data from the question-
naires in biennial increments corresponding with bamboo's two-year production 
cycle, and we supplemented the survey data with evidence from farm records 
since 1989-1990. We feel confident of farm records dating forward from that 
time. 
Tables 8-1 and 8-2 summarize the basic township data and characterize the 
typical farm household in 1994-1995. Average farm household income was 
14,033 .yuan. Farm income derived from four principal sources: rice production, 
livestocfk, bamboo production, and ofF-farm employment. Bamboo was the sec-
ond most important source (after off-farm employment). It provided 25%; of 
average household income, 21% from culms, 2.5% from shoots, and 1.5% from 
branches. The 1989-1990 farm records do not provide the fuU data for compári-
son, but ^ve know that bamboo provided 24% of farm household income in 
1989—1990, and household incomes in the mountainous regions of Anji rose 
37% in real terms between 1989-1990 and 1994-1995. The rate of income 
increase among our households (6.7% per year) was slower than for all Chínese 
households but more rapid than for all farm households. 
We separated the 200 farm households inte five income classes to examine 
whether the importance of bamboo changed with the level of farm income. Fig-
ures 8-1 and 8-2 describe the results for each income quintile for 1989-1990 and 
1994-1995, respectively. Both figures demónstrate a convex shape, which means 
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Table 8-2. Basic Data ofthe Farmer Sample in Anji County, 1994-1995 
Variable. Mean 
Standard 
deviation Mínimum Máximum 
Age, head of household 
Family size 
Workers per family 
Education level" 
Arable land (mu) 
Cash trees (mu) • 
Bamboo (mu) 
Other forest (mu.) 
Total land (mu) 
(years) 43.6 
4.0 
2.6 
2.1 
2.7 ' 
0.4 
14.9 
3.5 
21.2 
8.88 
1.05 
0.89 
0.74 
1.83 
1.53 
10.05 
10.49 
15.64 
24 
1 
1 
1 
0.2 
0 
1 
0 
2.8 
69 
7 
6 
3 
18 
14 
70 
1 1 1 
127 
"Education level in three categones: 1 = high school (12 years); 2 = secondary school (9 y, 
mary schoo! (4 years). ars); ,1 = pn 
60 
i 40 
20 
•20% 40% 60% 80% 
Per capita income rank, by quintile 
100% 
Figure 8-1. Relative Impórtame of Bamboo Income in Anji County, by 
Household Income Class, 1989-1990 
Nate: Median, interquintile range, and extreme valúes for the contribution of bamboo income 
to total income in each quintile. 
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Per capita ¡ncome rank, by quintile 
Figure 8-2. Relative Importance ofBamboo Income in Anji County, by 
Household Income Class, 1994-1995 
Note: Median, interquintile range, and extreme valúes for the contribution of bamboo income 
to total income in each quintile. 
that bamboo was a more important source of income for middle-income quin-
tiles—providing up to 30% of household income for the second quintile in 
1989-1990 and the third quintile in 1994-1995. Bamboo was the source of 
barely 20% of total income for the extreme quintiles in either period. 
The íl 994-1995 survey shows that agricultural income was relatively constant 
across all quintiles. Therefore, we conclude that agricultura provided a common 
economic foundation for all farm households. Income from bamboo increased iri 
absolute terms (but not relative terms) for higher quintile households. It was m 
iricreasingly, important source of on-farm income for higher quintile households. 
However, d£F-farm employment was the largest source of the income difference 
between households in the different quintiles, and it was especially important for 
households in the highest income quintile. 
We are at least as interested in what explained the growth in household 
income. This is the information that will show whether bamboo helped increase 
household income and helped the poorest households escape poverty We exam-
ined the sources of income growth by regressing the difference in per capita 
income over the five-year period on various measures of household labor and 
land resources. Table 8-3 reports the results. Clearly, male labor, arable land, bam-
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Table 8-3. Sources of Difference in Per Capita Income in Anji County, 1989-
1990 to 1994-1995 
Variable 
Age. head of household (years) 
Family size 
Male/total labor ratío 
Arable land 
Bamboo land 
Oíf-farm/total v^ork ratio 
Township 
Constant 
R2 = 0.341 
6-coeffíc/ent 
-19.8 
-297.8 
1,361.6 
1 14.6 
53.9 
855.2 
107.5 
1,632.8 
Adjusted R^  
= 0.317 
íi-coeffident 
-0.127 
-0.225 
0.152 
0.151 
0.390 
0.157 
0.178 
F = 14.178 
T-value 
-1,996 
-3,198 
2.244 
2.373 
5.997 
2420 
2,717 
2.863 
Probability 
F < 0.0001 
boo land, and off-farm employment had critical incorae-increasing effects. The 
income elasticities of bamboo land and ofF-farm labor are 0.32 and 0.48, respec-
tively. They mean that a 1% increase in bamboo land increased household income 
only 0.32% for the average family, while a 1% increase in the ratio of off-farm 
employment to farm employment increased household income 0.48%. Once 
more, it is clear that the improvements in bamboo production opportunities ben-
efited household incomes, but additional off-fárm labor opportunity was the cru-
cial ingredient for the significant income growth that occurred over the period 
between 1989-1990 and 1995-1996. 
Multicounty Comparison of Bamboo Development 
Anji is an interesting case because it illustrates a complete pattern of development 
from the expansión of production of the primary resource to the early develop-
ment of a resource-processing sector to the sector's full diversification, technolog-
ical advance, and participation in global markets. The period of this pattern cor-
responds to the 20-odd year period sincé the beginning of C^hina's economic 
reforms. However, Anji is only one county, and confirmation (or rcjection) of its 
growth pattern with evidencc from other regions would próvido a bettcr basis for 
conclusions that can be generalized about bamboo or broader forest production, 
development, and impacts on household incomes. 
Therefore, we extended our eárlier research to include six counties in three 
provinces along the east-west gradient of China's subtropical bamboo producing 
región (Anji and Longyou in Zhejiang Province, Pingjiang and Taojiang in 
Hunan Province, and Muchuan and Changning in Sichuan Province [Figure 8-
3]). The eastern counties are closer to the larger domestic markets and also to the 
coast and its export opportunities. Household incomes are higher in the east, and 
the two eastern counties have grown more rapidly than the other four. In fact. 
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Figure 8-3. Áreas ofBamboo Research 
Note: Circles indícate counties where research was conducted; dark squares indícate provincial cities. 
GDP growth in these two, counties was even, more rapid than national growth 
between 1980 and 1998. This eastern growth has contributed to the increasing 
regional income difFerences that have become a major new policy concern in 
China and ene justification for this chapter. -. 
On the other hand, China has actively invested in infrastructure over the past 
15 years. This investment, especially in highways and railroads, and continued 
economic reform should have improved the competitive position of producers in 
the less Iccessible western regions. Where development in western China has fol-
lowed Anji's experience, only with a lag in time, we have the Information, to 
draw generalizable conclusions about bamboo, development, and impacts on 
household incomes.'Otherwise, observations difFerent from or even contrary. to 
those of Anji would raise new questions and prompt us to use caution in making 
generalizations from Anji experience. Observations on the pattern of develop-
ment have become more critical since China embarked on its aggressive Western 
Regional Development Program in 1997. Evidence that coiifornis with the pat-
tern of development observed in Anji will allow us to anticípate some of the 
potential future effects of this new program. 
Our assessment of the six new counties is based on county-level statistics from 
1980 to 1998, interviews with key informants in all six counties, and detailed 
surveys of farm households and industrial firm managers in three of those coun-
ties (Longyou, Pingjiang, and Muchuan).'" 
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Primary Production' 
In general, bamboo prices increased relative to the national pnce mdex for all 
commodities from the mid-1980s until 1994. They provided a signal for expan-
sión and intensification (Gu 1992). Price stágnation in 1994 deterred further 
growth in the sector until the logging ban in 1998 provided a new stiniulus for 
bamboo as a substitute for industrial timben The number of farmers growing 
bamboo in the six counties increased from 244,000 in 1980 to 465,000 in 1998 as 
the share of all farmers growing bamboo expanded from 19% to 26%. 
Production increased in each of the six countiies, and key informants in all six 
identified the stable policy environment as a precondition for expansión. (This 
observation supports a central point of Chapters 2 and 4.) Culms were the domi-
nant product in all three regions (from moso bamboo in the east and center, and 
from Sinocalamus affmis in the west), but all counties have begun diversifying and 
expanding their production of bamboo shoots. Land opportunity costs were 
greatest in the two richer eastern counties. Both the land arca in bamboo and the 
number of farmers growing bamboo expanded least in these counties. The east-
ern counties are mountainous, and the expansión that occurred in these counties 
was assisted by regulations restricting agriculture and encouraging forestry on 
slopes greater than 25%. The central county of Taojiang suffered a bamboo locust 
plague in 1983 that affected 25% of the county, sharply reducing its production 
and limiting the expansión of its land área in bamboo for several years. The land 
área in barnboo expanded most rapidly in the two western counties. 
Productivity per land unit was higher in the eastern counties than in the cen-
tral counties, and the expansión in eastern bamboo production was alniost 
entirely due to intensification. The richest county, Anji, experienced the highest 
average productivity (25 culms/mu or 315 culms/ha), and the poorest, Pingjiang, 
experienced the lowest (only 7 culms/mu or 105 culms/ha). This difference is 
consistent with the expectation of greater farm specialization, capital availability, 
and opportunity costs of land and labor in the richest counties, where farmers 
invest more in their bamboo plots. 
Bamboo production expanded most rapidly in the two western counties, 
although productivity is not strictly comparable between the west and the other 
two regions. The species typically planted in the west cost less to establish and 
have a shorter production cycle than that planted in the east. 
The Processing Sector 
The processing indii.stry expanded in five of the six counties, offering opportuni-
ties for fiírmers tO- increase their bamboo production and obtain additional 
income from household-based preprocessing as well as off-farm employment in 
the processing industry (Table 8-4). However, the profile of the processing indus-
try difFered markedly across counties, both in its 20-year growth trend and its 
current composition. We will review the experience of those three counties 
(Muchuan in the west, Taojiang in the center, and Longyou in the east) for 
which we have the benefit of survey responses from enterprise managers. 
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Table 8-4. Percentage qf Local Processing oj 
County 1980-1985 
f Bamboo Culms 
Local Processing (%) 
1995-1998 Increase 
Anji 
Longyou 
Pingjiang 
Taojiang 
Changning 
Muchuan 
14 
10° 
41 
38 
23 
100 
62 
71 
23 
100 
88 
i 00 
48 
6i 
-18 
61 
65 
O 
•'Data for 1983-1985 oiily. 
M u c h a n . Muchuan s industrial sector is not diverse, nei ther generally ñor in its 
bamboo processing. Paper accounted for 99% of all processed bamboo products 
and 36% of all county industrial output in 1998. T h e many small-scale, labor-
intensive, prívate milis that produce specialty ceremonial papers characterize the 
industry, and they have been resppnsible for the sector's greatest growth over the 
past 20 years. Nevertheless, the county does contain a few mechanized milis, one 
of which increased its capacity to 60,000 tons/year in 2001 . 
T h e high rate of profit in Muchuan's paper industry (24%i) indicates an indus-
try that is growing and that will continué to expand. In fact, we should expect 
continuad growth because China's aggregate growth has been so strong and sus-
tained and because the paper industry generally grows faster than per capita 
income growth in most countries. 
Taojiang. Taojiang's economy is somewhat more diverse than that of Muchuan 
or Longyoü. Bamboo processing made up only 12% of total industrial outpüt in 
1998. Bamboo mats, an industry that did not exist in Taojiang before 1992, com-
prise 84% of all processed bamboo output. T h e industry's 19% profit rate indi-
cates that it is still growing and probably will continué to grow. 
O f the three couhties, Taojiang has the lowest wage, lowest per capita income, 
and highest contribution of the primary sector to county GDP. T h e opportunity 
for the processing sector has been good. T h e industry can take advantage of low 
wages, and it has expanded more rapidly than the industry in Muchuan br 
Longyou. 
L o n g y o u . Longyou is the most developed of the three counties. Its per capita 
income is approximately twice that of Muchuan or Taojiang, and its industrial 
structure is more diverse. Bamboo processing comprised only 7% of total industrial 
production in 1991, and it has declined ever since. The paper industry dominates 
the bamboo sector with 54% of total output, but the plybamboo and bamboo 
shoot industries have expanded more rapidly. [The sector also includes the lesser 
(but important) flooring, mat, broom, and chopstick industries.) The sector has 
grown over the past 20 years, but its current rate of profit (8%i) is approximately that 
observed in other industries in the county. This means that bamboo processing has 
no competitive edge in Longyou, and it is no longer a leading industry. 
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Figure 8-4. Relationship between Per Capita Income and Relative Ratio 
of Bamboo Industry Wage, 1998 
Wages, Employment, and Farm Incomes 
Wages and Employmen t in the Processing Sector. Forestry-sector wages were 
only 55% of the national average in 1998. Their relation to wages in other sectors 
varíes widely. They were among the lowest of any sector in China. In oiar three 
counties, wages were 78% of the provincial average in Muchuan, 9 1 % of the pro-
vincial average in Taojiang, and only 58% of the provincial average in Longyou. 
The implications of these observations on relative wages become clearer when 
we compare them with per capita income in the forestry sector (Figure 8-4). 
They lead us to develop a three-part proposition: 
• In regions where botli the industrial diversity and the general state of eco-
nomic development are groater, thcn indu.stry in general and the forest indus-
try in particular must compete for labor, and salaries and incomes in the sector 
are bid up. Forestry-sector salaries are higher than forestry-sector salaries in 
other regions because they have been bid.up by the other local industries, but 
forestry-sector employment is still conipensated at a lovver rate than alternativo 
employment in these regions. Because wages aré high, this sector is not a likely 
candidato for the expansión of relatively labor-intensive forest activities. 
• In regions where neither the industrial diversity ñor the .level of regional 
development is as great, employment alternatives are moK limited, and for-
estry-sector wages are closer to those of alternative employment. All wages, 
including those for the forestry sector, are low—reflecting the lower level of 
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regional development and, perhaps, greater competition for low-wage 
empioyment. 
• The opportutiities for industrial expansión are greater in the latter case, espe-
cially for relatively more labor-intensive industries such as bamboo producción 
and processing, for which low wages have the most beneficial efFect on pro-
duction costs. 
The first case-characterizes Longyou, which has a diversified industrial sector 
in general and a diversified bamboo-processing sector in .particular. It is the niost 
developed and has the highest per capita income of the three representative coun-
ties. Wages are higher in general in Longyou, but bamboo-processing wages are 
lower than those for other industries. The growth of the bamboo-processing 
industry in Longyou is probably past its peak. 
The second case characterizes a county Jilee Taojiang. Tiojiang displays the 
greatest contribution of the primary bamboo-growing sector to county GDP, a 
low level of industrial diversity, and the lowest level of regional development of 
the three counties. Wages are low in Tiojiang in general and in the bamboo mat 
industry that dominates bamboo processing. The bamboo processing industry is 
expanding more rapidly in this county than in either of the pthers because it takes 
advantage of the relatively low local wages. 
Muchuan is an intermediate case with an established industry and a primary 
sector that makes an intermediate contribution to total county GDP. Yet, wages 
are still low, and the processing sector is still growing. 
The evidence on women's empioyment complements our proposition. 
Muchuan and Taojiang employ smaller percentages of women in their bamboo 
processing industries, 46% and 47%, respectively. In contrast, women comprise 
62% of the workforce for bamboo processing in more-developed Longyou. This 
difFerence is consistent with the argument that bamboo processing is a lower 
wage and otherwise less attractive source of empioyment in developed markets, 
and with observations from gender assessments in China that show women to be 
overrepresented in the less attractive sectors (Riley 1995, Haré 1999). 
Farm I^comes. A perspective on the role of bamboo in economic development 
is emerging from our county-level observations, but what about the role of bam-
boo in the growth of household incomes and the alleviation of poverty? Does 
bamboo's contribution to household income form the same convex sbape 
observed jfor Anji in Figures 8-1 and 8-2? 
Farm household incomes increased in all three counties, much as they did for 
average households across all of China. They increased both most rapidly and in 
greatest absolute valué in Longyou in the more developed eastern counties. 
Greater growth in the China's East and Southeast has been the common trend 
across all sectors and it has been a source of poHtical concern, 
Differences within each county's farm households are also growing. The Gini 
coéfEcients for households in our saniple increased for all three counties. The 
smallest increase was from 0.24 in 1989-1990 to 0.25 in 1995-1996 for Longyou, 
while the largest was from 0.23 to 0.29 over the same period for Taojiang.** The 
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increase in each county was largely due to an increasing disparity between 
incomes from farm and off-farm activities. Therefore, the increases in the Gini 
coefBcients are largely due to activity outside the agricultural sector, and they 
probably are representative of the increased disparity between agriculture and 
those other sectors. They suggest that growing local income differences will rein-
force the pohcy concerns with distributional issues that originally grew out of the 
pattern of regional differences between C'hina's East and West. 
Bamboo production and preprocessing in the honie has generally improved 
farm household incomes in all three counties. The share of household income 
originating from bamboo activities increased without interruption for all two-
year periods from 1989-1990 to 1995-1996 in all three counties.'' Longyou 
households always earned the largest share from bamboo, 25% in 1989-1990 
increasing to 41%i in 199,5-1996: Muchuan households experienced the most 
rapid gains, from 14%, of household income in 1989-1990 tcv37%i in 199.5-1996. 
Muchuan's expansión was due to. the general expansión of the paper industry and 
new restrictions on the cultivation of steep land (more than 25° slope). It is con-
sistent with our knowledge that bamboo production expanded more rapidly in 
the Western counties. The expansión in Muchuan's infrastructure has been 
impressive, but more recent—and its efFect on production is more recent as 
well.'" 
The distribution of bamboo income across households is increasingly diverse. 
Figure 8-5 shows how this distribution has changed for Tiojiang. More house-
holds earned more income from bamboo in 1995-1996 than in 1989-1990. The ' 
spread in income levéis also increased. Households in Muchuan and Longyou 
shared this e.xperiences. The major ditferences across counties were the greater 
levéis and wider spread of bamboo incomes in Longyou, two differences that we 
would expect in a more developed county with a more diversified economy. 
Figure 8-6 shows the distribution of total farm incomes attributed to bamboo 
in 1995—1996, and Figure 8-7 shows the shares of the growth in income attrib-
uted to bamboo. Figure 8-6 compares with Figure 8-2 for Anji, and Figure 8-7 is 
related to the regression in Table 8-3. Once more, it is clear that bamboo con-
tributed more to incomes in Longyou than in the other counties. It contributed 
least for households in Taojiang, at all income levéis. Only the data for Muchuan 
demónstrate the convex form we observed for Anji, with middle-income house-
holds obtaining a larger share of their income from bamboo production. The 
lowest-income households never obtain large income shares firom bamboo. 
Figure 8-7 reinforces this second point. Bamboo is a more important source of 
income growth for high-income households than for médium- and low-income 
households in all three counties, and it was more- important for niiddle- than 
low-income households in two of three counties. (An analysis of variancc shows 
tliat these differences are statistically signiticant.) 
These results siipport part of our findmgs in Anji. In particular, bamboo is not 
a "poor man's timben" On the contrary, in regions where bamboo has a leading 
role in economic development, the poor benetit, but they benefit proportionally 
less than those in higher income classes. In Anji, it was the middle-inconíe and 
not the higher-income farmers that benefited most, whereas in the extended 
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Panel A: 1989-1990 
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Figure 8-5. Changing Distrihution of Household Income from Bamboo in 
Taojiang 
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sample of three counties, the h igher-mcome farmers gained the greatest advan-
tage ." [Middle income farmers in Anji occupy a place betvveen those who do 
not need bamboo (i.e., the richer farmers who can earn more income from off-
farm activities) and those w h o cannot take full advantage (i.e., the poorer farmers 
who do not have the resources to make the most of the opportunity).] However, 
Anji is far richer than the other five counties, with a per capita income that is 
twice as large as the next richest, Longyou. This causes us to otfer the proposition 
that as the counties develop, their income distnbutions due to bamboo will look 
more like Anji's. The role of bamboo as n driviiig forcé for income grovvth vviil 
become less important, giving way to other moreprofi table activities (normally 
away frota the farm) that will be taken up by more entrepreneurial fafmers. 
Conclusions 
Can bamboo contr ibute to rural deveíopment and poverty alleviation? We have 
described China's experience with bamboo product ion and processing, with 
eniphasis on the e.xperiences of six counties. Bamboo frec]ueiitly represents a 
superior option to traditional t imber product ion. B a m b o o forests, together 
with tree crops such as fruits and nuts, are classified as "economic forests" in 
China's ofFicial statistics. These economic forests are responsible for a major 
share of the expansión of forest' investment that has occurred since reforms 
began in 1978. There are clear reasons for this, including earlier returns on 
investment (which, in turn, are related to puré fmancial considerations and to a 
wariness of policy inconsistencies), regular fmancial returns from annual or 
more frequent harvests, easier integration with agriculture (smaller units can be 
managed), and the absence of many regulations that act as disincentives for tra-
ditional forest investments. 
This experience with bamboo is also instructive of the potential contribution, 
of commercial t imber production to poverty alleviation and rural deveíopment. If 
some of the taxes and regulations that act as disinccntives for traditional forest 
investment were reduced, then timber production and the general performance 
of the timber sector could follow more closely many of our observations for 
bamboo. The niarkets are similar. O n the deniand side, bamboo and timber com-
pete in many of the same markets—panels, flooring, plywood, fiber for paper 
production, and even some construction framing materials. O n the supply side, 
they compete for similar farm resources because China's natural forests have been 
substantially depleted of their accessible bamboo and commercial timber. There -
fore, expansión in either timber or bamboo production nuist largely come from 
plannéd investments in. managed stands. 
Farmers in the counties that we studied exhibited a proactive attitude toward 
bamboo, expanding their plantations when conditions were favorable. Bamboo 
processing was an important component of rural deveíopment. The sniall scale 
and low level of initial investment necessary in most bamboo-processmg indus-
tries permitted the creation of a decentralized baniboo-processiug industry, 
increased local demand and, therefore, increased local prices for .bamboo. It 
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offered farmers additional opportunities for inconie generation from investments 
of labor and capital in the farm, preprocessing activities on the farní, and o£F-farm 
bamboo employment in bamboo processing establishments. The improvements 
in local opportunity increased household wealth. 
Bamboo's role in local enterprise and household welfare changes as the región 
develops. In the counties we studied, bamboo-based industries próvida a good 
focal point for early industrialization, ofFering a number of opportunities, from 
markets for locally produced raw material to ofF-farm income and even soma for-
eign currency. Howevar, this pionearing rola saems to ba limitad, and our evi-
dance suggests that bamboo industries losa their dynamic natura as the county 
develops and enters more advanced stagas of industriaHzation. 
This does not imply that the bamboo sector can be dispensed with once 
developmant occurs. On the contrary, in Anji, the richest county in our sample, 
bamboo production and bamboo processing constituía a fundamental compo-
nent of the county s industrial base, even if some other sectors now grow more 
quickly. It appears that bamboo will have a significant rola in the county for a 
long time, especially as a supplier of raw material for Anjis niodarn, mechanized 
paper industry and as a producer of spacialized bamboo products for the axport 
market. 
PoHcy reform has been instrumental in encouraging the development of the 
bamboo sector. Policy reform has changed the decisión set, and the people have 
responded anthusiastically. Tha kay elements of the reform have been the 
increased strength and security of land and resource tenure, the liberalization of 
International- trade and investment policies allowing for prívate and joint-venture 
development and management of processing entarprises (with relatad gams in 
overseas investment and téchnology.transfer), and the liberalization of domestic 
exchange allowing market mechanisms for the pricing and allocation of resources 
and providing easier accass to domestic markets. These raforms have stimulated 
damand, and the rasulting price increases have provided tha incentive for intensi-
fied bamboo production. We anticipate that the same reforms would hava similar 
affacts in other components of the forestry sector as well. 
What about tha effects of bamboo-sector development on local income? 
Althougíi most farmers in our county samples expanded their bamboo produc-
tion activities and their bamboo-based income, the expansión was not unifocm 
for all income classes. Middle- and highar-income classes of farmers did' better, 
both absolutely and relatively. Bamboo preprocessing and ofF-farm activities ¡in 
general offered the best opportunities for improved income, and tha middle- and 
higher-incbma groups benefited most from these activities as well. Lower-
income farmers seam to have benefited lass, both absolutely and relatively. 
Apparently, market opportunities are not the most critical factors when it comes 
to explaining poverty. Improved markets and policies have improved the financial 
resources of all farmers, but many poor farmers remain relatively poor despite 
improvements in their incomas ovar tha past 10-20 yaars. 
As we conducted this research, we detectad two trends that merit further 
inquiry. First, as development proceeds, we observe a trend toward specialization 
in some of the larga family farms that are batter positionad to take advantaga of 
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wasteland contraéis, contracts for fornier collectivo lauds, and other opportuni-
ties for land reallocation that could expand their forest-bascd activities. For 
example, we found farmers with 200 mu of tea—10 times the average holding 
of forestland in Longyou. Another farmer managed 700 mu of timberland and 
nearly 2Ó0 mu of bamboo land—20 times the average holding of forestland in 
Muchuan. The trend toward increasing scale and specialization also applies to 
tha bamboo-procassing industry, as in the case of a farmer in Taojiang who 
receives 115,000 yuan annually from his bamboo workshop. Interestingly, forest-
based activities seem to be mora suitable for expansión and specialization than 
agricultural crops, especially rice, at least at this stage of development and in the 
counties wa studied. 
This léads to the intriguing qiiestion of whether forest development is a source 
of increasing farmer segregation and differentiation in rural China.'- Tha agali-
tarian base of rural China is changing as the aconomy develops and rural house-
holds exploit new opportunities. Farmers are becoming more speciiilized. and 
disparities in their income levéis and their access to land and other resources are 
growing. Will a class of large landovvners emerge? And what is the role of forest 
property for these landowners? 
The second trand is toward an increasmg specialization at the county level that 
links bamboo-based primary and secondary processing activities with tertiary 
activities. Anji County próvidas a prominent example with bamboo-based tour-
ism.'-' Anji's position in the middle of one of the richest and most dynamic 
regions in China has provided incentives to shift from quantity to quality, hiclud-
ing scenic valúes, landscape and species diversiry, and a generally new environ-
mental concern. New policies and accompanying aconomic measures to support 
them are shifting the focus of bamboo plantations from very intensiva monocul-
tures to mora mixed systems in which maintaining the appropriate soil coverage 
and a larger number of species is a componant of production (Ruiz Pérez et al. 
2001). 
Finally, we have focused on income and amployment generation in the pro-
duction and processing of forest products. There are many other important issucs 
that we hava been unable to address. For example, we have not discussed cither 
tha important subsistence and safety net functions of forests or the role ot non-
timber products from natural forests (a large subsector in China), or how either of 
these have been affected by policy reforms. Some -policies have had substantial 
negativa effects even as they may have improved tha condition of the forest or the 
effectiveness of forest management. The massive unemployment created as subsi-
dies for stata forest farms have been reduced and the new logging ban is imple-
mented is an example. The examination of these additional issues is part of our 
continuing research, and it will be an important element of Chapter 10. 
Notes 
1. Poverty is a niultidimensional phcnomcnon. Although it is frequeiitly ch,iracterized by 
reduced levéis of consuiilption of food and material goods. poverty also lias aspccts of depriva-
i 
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tion related to lack of education, deficient health, vulnerabiUcy, voicelessness, and powerlessness 
(World Bank 2(){)()). 
2. Newer programs within the Western Regional Development Prograní and the Natural 
Forcst Protection Prograní beginning in 1998 encourage reforestacion and afforescation on 
degraded or sloping laiids, especially in niajor watersheds. 
3. Some marginal uses in drinks, medicinal applications, and even in the flavoring or color-
ing for rice áo not faU within these two niain categories. 
4. The next two sections draw on the more extensive discussion of policy efFects on the 
baniboo sector that appears in Ruiz Pérez et ai. 1996. 
5. This section draws oh Information previously published in more complete form in Ruiz 
Pérez et al. 1999. 
6. Longyou was estabíished as a sepárate county in 1983. Its county-level statistics begin 
with that year. 
. 7. This section draws on Ruiz Pérez and Belcher 2001. 
8. The Gini coejfícicnt is a measure of income inequalicy: A coefficient of zero indicates that 
all households in a sa~mple have the same income, whereas a coefFicient of one indicates that all 
income is the possession of only one househoid. The Gini coefficient raiiges froni abour Ü.26 
to 0.60 worldwide. A coefficient of 0.40 is normal for niost developed countries. 
9. For Anji, we examined bamboo income as a share of househoid income. In Muchuan, 
Taojiang, and Longyou, we examined bamboo income plus income from the preprocessing of 
bamboo produces that occurs in the home. Preprocessing is important in Taojiang, less impor-
tant in Muchuan and Longyou, and minimal in Anji. 
U). Improved roads have cut travel time to Chengdu in halfsince the lato 199()s. 
11. The difference in percentage of income from bamboo between high- and middle-
income farmers tends to be small, whereas the difference between these two income groups 
and low-income farmers is larger and statistically significant. 
12. This process of segregación and difFerentiacion takes place mainly through auctioning 
wastelands and other coUective lands that include forests as an important component of their 
alternative uses' (Hanstad and Li 1997). 
13. Forest-based tourism is growing very rapidly and it has great potential in China. More 
than 63 million people visited forest áreas {mostly in developed regions and highly populated 
áreas around cities) for recreational reasons in 1995 (Da 1999). ' : 
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CHAPTER 9 
Impacts of Policy Reforms 
on Forest Environments 
and Biodípersity 
Jeffrey A. Sayer and Changjin Sun 
T HE CHÍNESE LANDSCAPE contains aii enormous range of forest environ-ments, from tropical rainforests in the South and East, to alpine systenis in 
the West, and deserts in the Nor th . This great range of environments makes 
China one of the niost biodiverse countries in the world, with .4,400 species of 
vertebrales (10% of the global total), including almost 500 mammalian, 1,189 
avian, more than 320 reptilian, and 210 amphibian species. Its forests support 
approximately 8,000 species of woody plants, including 26 coniferous and 260 
broadleaf genera. However, 15-20% of these species are threatened with extinc-
tion, and 200 species have already become extinct in recent years. Deforestation 
and the conversión of fragüe lands for agricultural use are thought to be the most 
serious causes (Y. Zhang et ál. 1999). 
China's natural forests provide support for critical habitats of threatened and 
endangered species, forage and fodder for domestic livestock, fuelwood for the 
rural population,' and herbs for food and traditional medicines that are in increas-
ing global demand. They also support the rapidly expanding demand for forest-
based recreation from a population that has increasing amounts of time and 
nioney to spend on this activity. China's forest parks absorbed 83 million visitors 
in 2001 . In addition to these environmental services provided by Chinas natural 
forests, 17 million ha of recendy afforested shelterbelts, predominantly in the 
Nor th and Southwest, form the fundamental physical component of a vast effort 
to combat wind erosión and desertification, natural hazards that claim 2,000 km-
each year (Gluckman 2000). Finally, the mountains and plateaus of western and 
northern China are the sources of five great rivers that flow into tlie world's iiiost 
populated regions; the Yangtze, Yellow, Mekong, Heilong, and the Indus. The 
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